RESPON SIVE SOLU T IO N S

In the Marijuana Zone
By Christopher P. Yates, Esq.
Massachusetts voters approved the retail sale of recreational
marijuana. But that was only part of the legalization debate.
The hard part now is where recreational marijuana will be sold
as dispensary doors are ready to open in July, 2018. Despite
the vote to legalize, some municipalities are flexing their
political and community muscles to stop the opening of retail
dispensaries. Accordingly, a patchwork of zoning laws and
moratoriums to temporarily or permanently block dispensaries
is appearing on the state’s marijuana map.
There will be obstacles for recreational marijuana merchants
to overcome in the early days of the new law. There will also
be challenges for municipalities where dispensaries seek to
do business. Uncertainty was introduced into the recreational
legalization process when lawmakers created a two-tiered
system to resolve the dispute over local control of pot shops.
In the cities and towns where a majority of voters supported
Question 4 legalizing marijuana, a voter referendum would be
required to prohibit or restrict marijuana stores from opening.
In the smaller number of communities that voted against
legalization, only the approval of the city council is needed to
keep the retail businesses out of town until 2019.
Retailers and local governments do not have to look back too
far into the marijuana history in the state to find answers to the
question of how to treat these new recreational dispensaries.
In 2014, after medical marijuana was legalized, certain actions
were taken by local zoning boards which satisfied the law and
the community. School buffer zones were created and, in many
cases, dispensaries and growing facilities were located in either
industrial zones or “Adult Use Overlay” zones – those parts of
town where by choice or default so-called “adult” businesses
were already situated. Can recreational marijuana sales be
handled in the same manner as medical marijuana? Should a
recreational dispensary be treated any differently than a liquor
store? What is the exact level of community acceptance of
legalized pot – do people want to see dispensaries in town next
to the market? These are zoning questions and zoning most
often means politics.

The political hot potato of admitting dispensaries into town will
be tossed around in the coming weeks and months. However,
if municipalities use--and do not abuse--their zoning power
to regulate the location of dispensaries, both retailers and the
community have a better chance at realizing a working solution
to the problem of where recreational marijuana will be sold.
On the other hand, attempts to ban recreational marijuana
dispensaries through use of moratoriums or other local actions
will most likely fail challenges in court. And the courts may be
where the issue of selling recreational marijuana lands.
This is a period of great uncertainty for the recreational
marijuana market. Legalization, zoning and community
standards flank dispensaries on one side while the federal
government takes up a position on the other. Massachusetts’
federal prosecutor has already indicated that there are no
assurances for the legal marijuana business. Wherever and
however dispensaries land in each community, it is likely
that the courts will have a say in what the marijuana map of
Massachusetts looks like as this new era becomes a retail reality.
Given the magnitude of the opportunity in retail marijuana
sales, it is understandable that many business people and
investors are eager to stake their claims now. Depending on the
nature and location of the project, proper legal counsel at the
outset can help protect the investment even in this uncertain
environment.
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